
LOOKING FOR A GOOD BOOK
WEEK #9



THEY WENT LEFT.
• Zofia, a teenage Holocaust 

survivor, travels across post-war 
Europe as she searches for her 
younger brother and seeks to 
rebuild her shattered life.   How
can she find a boy in a sea of the
missing. A powerful novel.
FICTION—BL 5.1  IL  UG



A DEATH-STRUNK YEAR

• When the Spanish influenza 
epidemic reaches Portland, 
Oregon, in 1918, seventeen-
year-old Cleo leaves behind 
the comfort of her boarding 
school to work for the Red 
Cross.  FICTION  BL 4.5  IL  
UG



BLYTHEWOOD

•After a summer locked 
away in a mental 
institution, seventeen-
year-old orphan Ava Hall 
is sent to Blythewood, a 
finishing school for young 
ladies that is anything 
but ordinary.—FICTION  
BL 6.3  IL UG



DISTANCE BETWEEN LOST AND FOUND

• Abandoned in the wake of 
rumors about a scandalous 
relationship, sophomore Hallie 
becomes lost in the Smoky 
Mountains with a former friend 
whom she must trust in order to 
reach safety.—FICTION  BL 3.8  
RL MG+



I WAS HERE
• In an attempt to understand why 

her best friend committed 
suicide, eighteen-year-old Cody 
Reynolds retraces her dead 
friend's footsteps and makes 
some startling discoveries.—
FICTION  BL 4.5 IL UG



LEAVING FISHERS

• After joining her new friends 
in the religious group called 
Fishers of Men, Dorry finds 
herself immersed in a cult 
from which she must 
struggle to extricate 
herself—FICTION  BL 5.2 IL 
UG



CUTTER BOY
• Bullied at school and ignored at 

home, Travis has a secret: 
cutting himself with a razor 
blade is the only thing that lets 
him control the pain in his life 
and find some peace. When he 
becomes friends with Chyvonne
he doesn't know how to get 
close to her without revealing 
his secret and making himself 
even more vulnerable. --FICTION  
IL  9-12.



BROKEN THINGS  - E BOOK.

• On the fifth anniversary of 
Summer's murder, a 
seemingly insignificant 
discovery resurrects the 
mystery and pulls one-time 
best friends Mia and Brynn 
back together once again. --
FICTION  BL 5.1  IL  UG



SILENCE
• For eleven years, Oakley Farrell has 

been silent. At the age of five, she 
stopped talking, and no one seems to 
know why. Refusing to communicate 
beyond a few physical actions, Oakley 
remains in her own little world. 
Bullied at school, she has just one 
friend, Cole Benson. Cole stands by 
her, refusing to believe that she is not 
perfect the way she is. Over the years, 
they have developed their own 
version of a normal friendship. 
However, will it still work as they start 
to grow even closer? When Oakley is 
forced to face someone from her past, 
can she hold her secret in any longer?



WRECKED
• After an accident seriously 

injures her best friend and kills 
her brother's girlfriend, 16-yr-
old Anna tries to cope with her 
guilt and grief while learning 
some truths about her family 
and herself. --FICTION  BL 3.8 IL 
UG


